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I STALLATION AND OPERATIO I STRUCTION FOR

COLORFUL FOUNTAI

OTES:

face the front of the fountain towards the pool and sere"',' the both ends of aluminum tube
into the \vhite fitting.

OI11C leaking may occur in and around the Fountain. this is normal.

DO OT S BMERGE Fountain in water.
Colorful Lights may not be visible during daylight hours.

DO NOT connect to booster pump.

Installation:

I. Locale the pool returns under the water's surface. (For most in-ground pools. there are multiple

pool returns.) (img. 1)

., Sere"" the fining to the return. (Fits a 1S' threaded pool return inlet) Locate the triangle relief

holes upside down. (img. 2)

3. Turn the now-control collar to the OPEN position. (img. 3)

4. Connect the aluminum tube to the elbow fitting and screw the nut close. (img. 4)

5. Connect the Fountain to the other end of the aluminum tube and screw the nut close.

6. Turn on the pool pump.
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ADJUSTME TS:

If the water spray is not at the desired height or the lights are not on, the water

pres ure/flow is probably too low.

1. lowly crev\' the follow-control collar until the water spray is at desired height.

2. If the results are not satisfactory. please insert a closed plug into the other returns

until the water spray achieved desired height. As to above-ground pool, if the water

pressurelflow is still too low after you operate as above mentioned, maybe you have

to change pump with bigger horse power.

If the water spray is too high, the water pressure/flow will need to be reduced.

I. Turn f1ovY-control collar loose until the triangle relief hole is full open.

2.. Plea e open other returns in the pool.

.., If the results are not satisfactory, please adjust the return valve of pump.
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